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ABSTRACT
Being secure on the internet is one of the important issue these days. Companies are spending millions of
dollars on making their web services more secure, Still, hundreds of vulnerabilities are discovered and exploited
daily. In this paper a new method of phishing is proposed by exploiting one of the critical web vulnerability
named Cross Site Scripting also known as XSS, That means attacker must be able to inject malicious javascript
code into application to perform this attack. It is mostly undetectable by the major web browsers if the web
application is vulnerable. This work will help to understand more deeply about this latest attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since we are talking about web applications, there are many types of security vulnerabilities which are
discovered in the past years. These vulnerabilities targets stealing important information through various ways.
After all information is a kind of wealth. As web applications are now widely spread over most of the sectors.
Even in our daily life, we are dependent on websites to be updated with happenings in the world. Being aware
about the web attacks is very important of to make our critical information safe online. Regarding this article we
are only concerned with the vulnerability named Cross Site Scripting or XSS which is widely being spread over
the web. Here we discussed some of the related terms.
Cross Site Scripting or XSS: Cross Site Scripting is a type of vulnerability by which attacker injects malicious
scripts into the legit website via vulnerable part of the website generally in the form of browser side script. XSS
is at 3rd position in the OWASP Top Ten Web Vulnerabilities of 2017 [3]. By exploiting the XSS vulnerability
the attacker can execute scripts in the victim browser to hijack user sessions, stealing the confidential details,
redirecting to some malicious website. XSS is categorized into following main types [2]:
• Stored XSS.
• Reflected XSS.
• DOM Based XSS
Reflected XSS vulnerability or Non Persistent XSS: Reflected XSS attacks are those where the scripts are
injected mostly through URL or the parameters in the URL of the website. The attack is injected in the URL
itself, when the victim visits the malicious URL the attack gets executed.
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Figure 1: XSS Vulnerable Web Page before and after.
It is clear from the Fig 1: the injected script or code in the user parameter of the URL is successfully executed
which means the website is vulnerable to Reflected XSS. That means attacker can steal confidential cookies,
hijack session of user since any kind of JavaScript code can be in injected into the URL.
DOM Based XSS: DOM stands for Document Object Model. Basically it’s an API used by Javascript(JS) to
access contents of a webpage. It allows JS to easily modify contents and dynamically update webpage contents.
DOM Based XSS is attack in which the attacker code is executed as a result of modifying contents of DOM
elements. DOM Based XSS is another type of Cross Site Scripting which is very difficult to detect. One must
have good knowledge of JavaScript to detect it. DOM Based XSS can be Reflected means in the URL etc. or
can be residing in DOM elements itself [5].
Phishing: Phishing is a method of attempting to steal confidential details like username/password, credit card
numbers etc by posing a customized web page as a legit entity. When the victim fills in the details on the
customized web page then filled details will be sent to the attacker’s server. Phishing attacks can be performed
in several ways. [1]

Figure 2: Phishing Email Example
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Normal Phishing: In normal phishing attack, a well customized email is sent to random emails. As shown in
FIG 2: the email looks so genuine that a less aware user can be trapped easily.

Figure 3: Most targeted websites via phishing in 2016 [6]
As the FIG 3: shows, In the year 2016, the top most lures include Google Drive, Apple ID, PayPal Accounts etc
[6].
Spear Phishing : In spear phishing attacker first gathers information about the target and then use the
information to create a more legit email to lure the victim. The success rate of spear phishing is way more than
the normal phishing technique because the email looks genuine in all aspects. [1] .
Web Browser Web Application Firewall and XSS: Recently browsers like Mozilla and Chrome came up with
XSS

Figure 4: XSS Attack protection by Google Chrome XSS Auditor
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Auditors which looks for pattern in the URL for malicious code and deny loading contents of the webpage. As
shown in FIG 4, XSS attack detected by Google Chrome and stopped loading contents of webpage.

II. RELATED WORK

Figure 5: A facebook phishing page
As shown in FIG 5, in phishing a duplicate web page is designed which looks exactly same as the original web
page. This duplicate web page is then customized to steal the filled details, after customizing, it is uploaded to
some website whose domain name is different from the original website. Since the domain name of the
customized pages is always different, it is an easy way to detect those websites by checking the domain name
before clicking any link and this type of phishing is now detected automatically by major browsers .

III. PROPOSED WORK AND IMPLEMENTATION
Traditional XSS attacks can be detected automatically by major web browsers . XSS based phishing attacks
cannot be detected by most of the browsers if the application is vulnerable to XSS and domain name is same as
original website.
Working of next phising level: Proposed method for phishing attack is achieved by exploiting the
XSS(Reflected or DOM Based ) vulnerability and by using the Iframe object of HTML mostly. As shown in
FIG 6, In the url there is a GET parameter named “user” in which we injected iframe code which caused the
injected frame contents to load into the parent webpage.
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Figure 6: Injecting iframe via XSS
If someone fills the username and password in the input boxes, it will be sent information to the attacker . As
shown in FIG 6: the page is looking very realistic and the domain name is same , that’s the reason the victim can
be easily trapped and their login details can be stolen easily.
DOM Based XSS Phishing attack example on Nokia OVI Store

Figure 7: DOM Based XSS vulnerability with phishing exploit
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As shown in FIG 7: The vulnerable code allows even external URL(jasminderpalsingh.info/login.php in FIG)
content to be loaded in the parent page DOM via CORS (Cross Origin Resource Sharing). Due to lack of CORS
protection, application allowed to inject malicious content into main domain DOM . As you can see the page is
looking totally legit but if someone will fill in their details in the login area their details will be sent to my
specified email address instantly. This vulnerability is totally undetectable by automatic XSS web browser
auditors.

IV.CONCLUSION
With the wide growth of web applications, the parallel web attacks are increasing at fast rate. To be secure on
the internet these days is a challenging , but if you are aware of what is happening in the world of web
application security then its easy to be safe. Daily tens of vulnerabilities are being discovered and exploited . I
tried to include every aspect regarding this new phishing technique , but its not enough to be secure. Read more
about the other top 10 web vulnerabilities of 2017 collected by OWASP
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